## Journals in Collection

| Abhigyan | IBMRD's Journal of Management & Research |
| Adarsh Business Review | ICTACT Journal on Management Studies (IDMS) |
| Adarsh Journal of Management Research | Indian Journal of Economics and Development |
| Adarsh Journal of Management Research | Indian Journal of Education and Information Management |
| AMBER – ABBS Management Business & Entrepreneurship review | Indian Journal of Innovations and Developments |
| ANVESHAK-International Journal of Management | Indian Journal of Positive Psychology |
| Anweshana: search for Knowledge | Indian Journal of Society and Politics |
| Anwesh: International Journal of Management & Information Technology | Indian Science Cruiser |
| Artha Vijñana: Journal of The Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics | Indira Management Review |
| Asian Journal of Management | International Journal of Advances in Social Sciences |
| Atithya: A Journal of Hospitality | International Journal of Banking Risk and Insurance |
| Avahan: A Journal on Hospitality and Tourism | International Journal of Business Analytics and Intelligence |
| BIMS International Journal of Social Science Research | International Journal of Business Ethics in Developing Economies |
| FOCUS: Journal of International Business | International Journal of Home Science Extension and Communication Management |
| Global Journal of Enterprise Information System | International Journal of Hospitality & Tourism Systems |
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International Journal of Information, Library and Society
International Journal of Innovative Research and Development
International Journal of Interdisciplinary Research
International Journal of Knowledge Management and Practices
International Journal of Leadership
International Journal of Literary Studies
International Journal of Marketing & Business Communication
International Journal of Physical Education
International Journal of Reviews and Research in Social Sciences
International Journal of Tourism and Travel
International Journal on Customer Relations
Invertis Journals of Management
Jaipuria International Journal of Management Research
Journal of Commerce & Accounting Research
Journal of Entrepreneurship & Management
Journal of Hospitality Application & Research
Journal of IMS Group
Journal of Indian Political Economy
Journal of Library Development
Journal of Literature, Culture and media Studies
Journal of Organizations & Human Behaviour
Journal of Rural and Industrial Development
Journal of Rural Development
Journal of Strategic Human Resource Management
Journal of Supply Chain Management Systems
KHOJ: Journal of Indian Management Research and Practices
KIIT Journal of Library and Information Management
KIMI Hospitality Research Journal
KRSCMS Journal of Management
Management Dynamics
MANTHAN: Journal of Commerce and Management
MERI Journal of Management & IT
MUDRA: Journal of Finance and Accounting
NITTE Management Review
Optimization: Journal of Research in Management
OPUS: HR Journal
Paridnya - The MIBM Research
Parikalpana: KIIT Journal of Management
PES Business Review
PRAGATI: Journal of Indian Economy
PRIMA: Practices & Research in Marketing
Research Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences
Review of Professional Management
Sadhavana-Research Journal of Human Development
Samvad-SIBM's Research Journal
SDMIMD Journal of Management
SFIMAR Research Review
Social Work Chronicle
SOCRATES
SRELJS Journal of Information Management
Telecom Business Review
The Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society
The Micro Finance Review
TIMSR Journal of Management Research
TSM Business Review
Vidyamandir Journal of Management and Research
Vishwakarma Business Review
VISION: Journal of Indian Taxation